
Week 3: Theology of Communication and Politics 
Communication as Revelation 
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Opening Prayer and Review 

• Week 1 – Communication within the Trinity, Trinity to us as creatures; we communicate 

but our life and communication remains dependent on God’s.   

• Week 2 – We focused in on Adam’s act of Naming.  We saw that ultimately, all 

communication is a kind of “naming” that teaches us to “perceive” and “conceive” the 

world by identifying, narrating, remembering, distinguishing, and practically engaging it 

in specific ways.  Good “naming” begins by discerning what GOD has already done in 

creation and what he continues to command for creation’s ongoing history and then 

expands on this creatively in response to God. 

• For the next couple of weeks, we now are going to ask more specifically about what ALL 

communication does and HOW it does it. 

1. John 1:1-18: What ALL is communicated by the Word in these verses? 

 

 

  

 Revelation is: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Hb 1:3 “He is the radiance of the glory of God and the exact imprint of his nature, and he 

upholds the universe by the word of his power.”  (Read also John 14:6-10) 

What do these verses tell us about WHAT Jesus communicates and reveals about God and HOW 

he communicates and reveals it? 

 

 

 

 

 

WHAT do you see about God when you look at Jesus? 
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In sum, in looking at Jesus we see: 

1. God’s ___________________________________________________ 

2. God’s ___________________________________________________ 

3. God’s ___________________________________________________ 

4. God’s ___________________________________________________ 

3.   Let’s come back to John 1:18: “no one has ever seen God, but the only God, who is at the 

Father’s side, has made him known.” 

How does this verse underscore the importance of communication specifically as revelation? 

 

 

So far we’ve been talking about revelation of GOD.  But can you see any sense in which an 

analogous “revelation” also happens between human beings? 

 

 

What seem(s) to be God’s ultimate purpose(s) in revealing himself?   

 

 

 

 

What does this tell us about the nature of revelation as communication? 

 

 

4.   God and us: John Calvin begins his Institutes of Christian Religion (I.1) with an observation 

that knowledge of God already begets knowledge of humanity.  How do you see this to be true 

even in the passages we just read? 

 

 

5.  Revelation thus establishes our highest and most fundamental knowledge of reality: not 

just the reality of God but the reality of ALL THINGS – see Bonhoeffer quote next page. 
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Dietrich Bonhoeffer on Revelation: 

“All that is—so to speak—given, all laws and norms, are abstractions, as along as God is not 

known in faith to be the ultimate reality…[Thus] the decision about the whole of life depends 

on our relation to God’s revelation.  Awareness of it is not only a step-by-step progress in the 

discovery of deeper and more inward realities, but this awareness is the turning point, the 

pivot, of all perception of reality as such.  The ultimate, or final, reality discloses itself to be at 

the same time the first reality, God as the first and last, the Alpha and Omega.  Without God all 

seeing and perceiving of things and laws become abstraction, a separation from both origin [in 

creation] and goal [in the eschaton].  All questions of our own goodness, as well as the 

goodness of the world, are impossible unless we have first posed the question of the goodness 

of God. For what meaning would the goodness of human beings and the world have without 

God?  Since God, however, as ultimate reality is no other than the self-announcing, self-

witnessing, self-revealing God in Jesus Christ, the question of good[ness] can only find its 

answer in Christ. 

“The source of a Christian ethic is [then] not the reality of one’s own self, not the reality of the 

world, nor is it the reality of norms and values.  It is the reality of God that is revealed in Jesus 

Christ.  This is the demand, before all others, that must honestly be made of anyone who 

wishes to be concerned with the problem of a Christian ethic.  It places before us the ultimate 

and decisive question: With what reality will we reckon in in our life?  With the reality of God’s 

revelatory word or with the so-called realities of life?  With divine grace or with earthly 

inadequacies?  With the resurrection or with death?  This question itself, which none can 

answer by their own choice without answering it falsely, already presupposes a given answer: 

that God, however we decide, has already spoken the revelatory word and that we, even in our 

false reality, can live no other way than from the true reality of the word of God.  The question 

about ultimate reality already places us in such an embrace by its answer that there is no way 

we can escape from it.  This answer carries us into the reality of God’s revelation in Jesus Christ 

from which it comes. 

“The subject matter of a Christian ethic is God’s reality revealed in Christ becoming real among 

God’s creatures, just as the subject matter of doctrinal theology is the truth of God’s reality 

revealed in Christ.” 

  --Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Ethics (DBWE 6), pp.48-9, all but last emphases mine. 

 

 


